Textured convective flow patterns in a large cylindrical layer are studied using digital image processing methods to measure the wave-vector field q(r), a slowly varying two-dimensional field that may be used to characterize complex patterns quantitatively.
I. INTRODUCTION
In many nonlinear systems the onset of an instability leads to the formation of a spatial pattern. Rayleigh- Benard convection is one such system that has been extensively studied both experimentally and theoretically. At the critical Rayleigh number R"the homogeneous state becomes unstable to a spatially periodic flow (convection rolls) at the critical wave number q, . When We show here how q(r) may be obtained from optical intensity data.
We use q(r), in conjunction with the predictions of stability theory, ' to characterize stable and time-dependent regimes of pattern evolution. %'e have observed persistent nonperiodic time dependence near the onset of convection (see also Ref. 9) ((V.n) ) and the roll obliqueness (n. s), where e is the dimensionless distance above onset, n is the local normal to the rolls, s is the local normal orientation at the outer boundary of the fluid container, and the bracket indicates an ensemble average over many patterns. These trends are in accord with expectations based on the Swift-Hohenberg model, but 
where Io is a center intensity and the gain 6 is chosen to yield the desired contrast. Figure 3( 
Measurement of roll orientation and spacing
We evaluate q(r) as the product of two fields, the orientation n(r) and the wave number q (r); these Waue number field-. The local wave number q is derived from the measurement of-the roll spacing l, using the relationship q = n/i (note that one . roll width is half a wavelength). This method is most useful when the phase (and hence the wave number) of the structure varies slow- A second method uses n(r) and the processed (" background-removed") shadowgraph image to find the roll spacing. Instead of searching around each grid point to locate digitized boundaries, we make a one-dimensional scan of the image intensity, centered on the grid point and parallel to n. Once this intensity profile has been read, the locations of the roll boundaries nearest the grid point are found by fitting parabolas to the nearest minimum and maximum in the profile. Since the intensity profiles are sensitive to noise in the shadowgraph image, several steps are taken to increase the reproducibility of these profiles. First the image is smoothed, using one application of the spatial filtering operation .described in Sec. IIB above. Additionally, for each point in the profile (the profile is read along a line parallel to n) the intensity is averaged over a short segment perpendicular to n (parallel to the roll axis). Figure 6 shows a typical intensity profile (points) de-30 rived in this way from the pattern of Fig. 3(c) In Fig. 7 we show the measured wave-number field q(r) for the two patterns of Fig. 4 Fig. 10 The spatially averaged roll bending ((V.n) ) and roll obliqueness (n.s) also tend to vary with e. Generally we find that the rolls bend more, and are more nearly perpendicular to the sidewall, as e is increased. (This trend can be seen qualitatively in some of the patterns of Fig 9. ).
However, the patterns do not always vary in this way, as wi11 be shown below.
Figure 13(a) shows (n s) as a function of e for a number of stable patterns (most of these evolved from complicated patterns). As e increases from 0.2 to 1.6, the mean obliqueness decreases by about 30%. In textured patterns (n. s) is always much smaller than the value of 0.64 expected for straight rolls in a circular container. Qn the other hand, it is never smaller than about 0.15 because the rolls do not bend sharply enough near defects to be perpendicular to the sidewall everywhere. The mean roll bending ((V.n) ) is plotted versus e in Fig. 13(b) ; it increases by about 80%%uo as e increases from 0.2 to 1.6. The largest measured values of ((V.n) ) are comparable to that expected in a concentric pattern, about 0.03.
Although the bending and obliqueness vary oppositely to each other, this variation is not always monotonic with e. Figure 14 shows these quantities as a function of e for a sequence of patterns formed sequentially at successively higher values of e. In this example, the pattern first becomes straighter (and the obliqueness increases) as e is increased from 0.2; the trends at low e are opposite to those of Fig. 13 This is demonstrated in Fig. 15 , which shows P(q) for a pattern from each of the three regimes, along with the location of the stable wave-number band. the stable band, which is bounded by the cross-roll (CR) and skewed varicose (SV) instabilities at this e. Finally, far from onset [for example, e=3.64, Fig. 15(c) ] the pattern is again time dependent, and in this case much of P (q) lies above the stable band, exceeding the SV instability threshold.
Data from many stable and time-dependent patterns are summarized in two ways in Figs. 16 and 17. Figure 16 shows the width o of P(q) for stable and time-dependent patterns, as well as the width 6 of the computed stable band, as a function of e. The width of P(q) ( 
